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FOCUS
OUTDOOR
Outdoor living
whatever the season

A crackling fire with dancing flames are the perfect ingredients for lighting up a summer’s
evening. Creating a designated zone for eating, reading, relaxing or simply keeping warm is
the basis for atmospheric outdoor living and entertaining.
The Focus outdoor range includes seven iconic models from the brand, specially adapted for
outdoor use. The Bubble, the latest brazier, celebrates conviviality in its own way, with its
elegant curves adding elan to a garden or terrace
Fire has the ability to transform a mood and
create magical, memorable traces in time.
Remember those moments of calm; the
celebrations; a gourmet evening with friends
and family - fire is so often a companion on
these special occasions.

FIRE PITS

In the family of Focus barbecues and braziers, the
Bubble occupies a special place. The latest addition to
the range is both compact and portable. Equipped with
two rear casters and measuring 700mm in diameter,
the Bubble, at 46kg of style, moves easily on level
ground. Its removable fire bowl is easy to clean and
low maintenance. Its anti-corrosion coating allows it
to withstand the external environment, protecting
the quality of its finish and its design. Designed
by: Christophe Ployé for Focus. Finish: matt black.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

OUTDOOR FIREPLACES

Seven models available in rust or black versions make up
this range which benefits from a specific anti-corrosion
treatment. Four suspended and pivoting models Gyrofocus, Bathyscafocus, Domofocus, Ergofocus - and
three wall models - Emifocus, Miofocus and Paxfocus.
All these outdoor models, perfectly compatible with
cooking, must be installed under shelter and at least 10
km from the seaside.

Find all information about the outdoor and fire pits ranges
on the site
https://www.focus-fireplaces.com/outdoor-fireplaces
https://www.focus-fireplaces.com/barbecue-fire-pits
For further information, visuals or interviews please
contact the UK press service.

FOCUS - CREATE BEYOND CONVENTION
For more than 50 years Focus has been shaking up the rules, not least when they decided it
was time to move the fire from the wall to the centre of the room. With its iconic fireplace, the
Gyrofocus, FOCUS has definitely entered into the league of international design legends.
More than just fireplaces, FOCUS creates surprise, emotion, occasion. FOCUS creates history.
Demanding, even uncompromising from the start of the process from creation to installation,
FOCUS cares about the big picture as well as the detail, the visible and the invisible.
FOCUS is also and above all about the people, with nearly 100 employees spread over two sites in the South of France
between the Cévennes and Provence, FOCUS has its head in the stars and its eyes riveted on the international scene.
Fire is digitalised, dematerialised, changes direction and ignites trends. Rules change, but
not those FOCUS has set for itself. The fire will always obey its creativity.
FOCUS aesthetics are a particular requirement: Go the full distance; Always make it beautiful.
For more information: www.focus-fireplaces.com
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